Abstract-This paper presents an optimization of PSM to improve its energy conservation. According to PSM, time is divided into beacon intervals. At the beginning of each beacon interval, all stations must be awake during a specific period called ATIM window to be able to send and receive synchronization messages and announcements of buffered data frames. PSM specifies that a station having sent or received an announcement or having sent a beacon must remain awake during the entire beacon interval. This may lead to wasting energy specially at light traffic loads where stations should conserve the most. We propose an enhancement called the Traffic Aware Power Saving Mode (TA-PSM) to solve this problem by allowing nodes to enter the doze state when they are no more involved in data delivery even if they have already sent a beacon, an ATIM or an ATIM-ACK. Our objective is to reduce the energy consumption without any throttling to throughput. Extensive simulations based on fixed and dynamic topologies showed that TA-PSM provides a much better energy conservation and a lower power consumption per delivered data frame.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Wireless Local Area Networks WLANs are among the most successful technologies in supporting both user mobility and high data rates. Two different operational modes are defined in IEEE 802.11: the infrastructure network in which a specific central entity manages communications between stations, and the AdHoc network (called Independent Basic Service Set IBSS) where spontaneous mobile nodes (we use interchangeably the word node or station) communicate with each other over multiple hops [1] . In ad hoc networks, nodes are mobile and rely solely on the energy of their portable batteries. Therefore, efficient energy management schemes are central to prolong the lifetime of the nodes and the entire network [2] .
Various techniques, in hardware and software, have been proposed to ensure energy conservation (we use interchangeably the word energy or power) for mobile nodes in WLANs [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . Power management in Ad-Hoc networks is a rather hard task because of two main reasons. First, a node aside from being a source or a destination of data traffic participates in relaying (i.e., routing) traffic towards other destinations [14, 15] . The second reason is that no central entity exists to control and maintain the power management mode of the nodes in the network. In such networks, power management must be in distributed and cooperative fashion.
To this end, IEEE 802.11 defined a Power Saving Mechanism (PSM) for both the infrastructure network (BSS: Basic Service Set) and the ad hoc network (IBSS: Independent Basic Service Set) [1] . PSM is basically based on powering down node wireless interfaces when deemed possible (no traffic activity). PSM for Ad-Hoc networks divides time into specific periods called beacon intervals. At the beginning of each beacon interval, a starting sub-period called the ATIM window is reserved during which all nodes must be active to exchange synchronization frames and announcements for eventual buffered data frames. A network node buffers temporally data frames to be relayed to neighbouring nodes having their transceivers powered down. These data frames will be announced in the ATIM window of the next beacon interval. During this interval, any node having sent or received announcements must remain powered on during the entire interval. Newly generated data frames may be forwarded by the generating node during the current beacon interval if this node has already announced buffered data frames to the destined nodes. An announcement is effective only once acknowledged by the receiving stations. Moreover, a node that sends a synchronization message during the ATIM window must stay powered on during the whole beacon interval even when it has no traffic to transmit or receive. This functional behaviour inherent to IEEE 802.11 PSM results in an energy waste and could be avoided for a better power conservation efficiency.
In this paper, we first explicit the functional properties of PSM for ad hoc networks and then propose ways to improve its mechanism. Basically, an adequate power conservation protocol should save energy at its maximum at light traffic conditions since most of the nodes could power down their transceivers, yet it should deliver as much traffic as possible at high traffic loads. An energy conservation algorithm should in no way conserve energy by throttling traffic from flowing towards its destination.
We propose a traffic aware power saving mechanism TA-PSM that adapts PSM to traffic load in order to reduce the energy consumed in ad-Hoc networks without degrading the throughput or increasing the delay. The proposed TA-PSM allows nodes having no more traffic to send, receive or forward to power down their transceivers even though they have sent or received announcements. It also allows nodes having sent a synchronization message to enter the doze state if they are not engaged in traffic delivery.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present an overview of the power saving mechanism in IEEE 802.11 for Ad-Hoc networks (PSM) and its underlying synchronization function. Section 3 reviews and discusses some related work. In section 4; we highlight the functional inefficiencies inherent to PSM. We present a generic synchronization framework. Then we describe the proposed TA-PSM (Traffic Aware Power Saving Mode). Section 5 is devoted to the study of the performance evaluation and comparison of our new approach for fixed and mobile multi-hop topologies. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks and future work.
II. IEEE 802.11 POWER SAVING MODE
A. Synchronization in IEEE 802.11 IBSS IEEE 802.11 has defined a synchronization protocol called Time Synchronization Function (TSF) that keeps the timers of all stations of the IBSS synchronized. Each node maintains a local TSF timer. Nodes expect to receive beacons periodically every beacon interval. A node sending a beacon sets the beacon's timestamp equals to its own local TSF time. The beacon interval of the IBSS is established by the station that initiated the IBSS. A series of TBTTs (Theoretical Beacon Transmission Times) are defined which are exactly a beacon interval time units apart. A node shall transmit a beacon according to the following procedure:
-awakes just before the start of the next TBTT to be able to receive Beacons. If the node is already in the awake state, it suspends decrementing the back off timer for any pending non beacon or non ATIM transmission.
-Calculates a random delay upon which it transmits a beacon.
-Decrements this random delay according to the back off algorithm.
-Sends its own beacon if no Beacon was received and the random delay has expired.
-Suspends the decrementing of the random delay and renouncing on its beacon if a beacon has been received before the random delay expiration.
Each node adopts the timing received from any beacon that has a TSF value later than its own TSF timer to avoid going back in time.
IEEE 802.11 TSF works properly when all nodes are within range of each other (a single hop network) however it fails to maintain synchronization in a multihop ad hoc network [29] . Beacon messages sent within different broadcasting domains may not agree with each other which leads to a partitioning problem [30] . While it is beyond the scope of this paper to present the different proposed synchronization techniques developed for multi hop ad hoc networks, it is important for us to take this issue into consideration since power conservation mechanisms rely solely on it. We shall rather develop a generic framework to deal with synchronization from an application point of view. This will be explained in section 4.
B. Power Management in IEEE 802.11 IBSS
PSM [1] defines two different power states: -awake: the station wireless interface is powered on and is then able to transmit and receive. In the awake state, a station can be transmitting (station referred to be in the transmit state), receiving (station referred to be in the receive state or just idle (station referred to be in the idle state).
-doze: the station wireless interface is power down and hence could neither transmit nor receive (station referred to be in the Doze state). Two management modes are defined: -AM (Active Mode): the station is permanently in the awake state.
-PS (Power Saving): the station can be either in the awake state or in the doze state.
According to [1] , a station can then be in awake state, doze state or off state. In the off state, the station wireless interface is completely powered off. In the doze (sleep) state, the station is unable to receive or transmit and has no knowledge of the different activities taken place on the wireless medium and hence uses very little power. In this state, the transceiver (the radio) is powered off but the station wireless interface (the card) still consumes very little power. Since only the transceiver is powered off, the wireless interface can switch the radio on and off relatively quickly. The transition from the doze state (radio off) to the awake state (radio on) is reported to take form hundreds microseconds to few tens milliseconds [5, 7] . This transition results also in some additional power consumption [34] . When a station is awake, recall that it can be in transmit, receive or idle state, and hence it consumes power at different rates. In the idle state, the station transceiver is not currently transmitting or receiving data frames, nonetheless it is powered on to keep participating to the basic underlying MAC protocol activities. In the transmit state, the station transceiver is currently sending a data frame. In the receive state, the station transceiver is currently receiving a data frame. Power consumption measurements for commonly available 802.11 interfaces [2, 5, 7, 24, 34] indicate that the energy consumption, while in transmit or receive mode, is not much more than the energy consumption while in the idle mode, however the doze state power consumption is much less significant. Authors in [10, 14, 15, 16, 17] , indicate that the idle state consumes only around 36% less energy then continuously transmitting. The doze state however, consumes more than 95% less power than continuously transmitting, and the receive mode consumes about 80% of the transmit mode power consumption.
At the start of each beacon interval, each station must stay awake during a fixed time period, called the ATIM (Ad-hoc Traffic Indication Message) window. A station temporarily buffers data frames destined to other stations in the doze state. These buffered data frames are announced during the ATIM window using unicast ATIM frames. Upon reception of an ATIM frame, a station replies immediately (after a SIFS) by sending an ATIM-ACK and stays awake for the entire beacon interval waiting for the announced frames to be received. If a station doesn't receive an ATIM frame, it may enter the doze state at the end of the ATIM window. Announced frames are transmitted after the ATIM window using the normal CSMA/CA back off procedure.
A station having sent at least one ATIM frame shall stay awake during the current beacon interval. In figure (1) below, station A sends an ATIM frame to station B during the ATIM window. B responds by sending an ATIM-ACK. Both stations stay awake during the entire beacon interval. Station C hasn't received or sent any ATIM frame so it enters the doze state at the end of the ATIM window.
In figure ( 2) below, we provide a state diagram which governs the operation of the PSM for a station in PS mode. Transitions 1 to 6 are defined as follows:
1: upon the end of a frame reception 2: upon the start of a frame reception 3: upon the end of a frame transmission 4: upon the start of a frame transmission 5: at the end of the ATIM window if the station has neither sent or received an ATIM nor sent a beacon. 6: just before the TBTT timer ends It is relevant here to note that the correct PSM functioning relies on an IBSS which is well synchronized. Recall that the beaconing mechanism works properly only when all nodes are within radio range of each others. In this paper, we consider multi-hop wireless networks with mobile nodes. For that, we develop a generic synchronization framework that presents a synchronized network to our power saving applications.
III. RELATED WORK
Past research has investigated power saving mechanisms at various layers of the protocol stack, including work on medium access control [2, 4, 13; 16] , routing [17, 18; 21] and transport protocols [19, 20] . In [2] , the authors propose a comprehensive study of current power conservation schemes for wireless LANs.
In [22] , the authors propose an adaptive scheme to reduce power consumption and forwarding delay in an ad-hoc network. APSM (Adaptive Power Saving Mode) allows stations to have multiple awake instants during one beacon interval. The number of awake instants is decided by the station receiving the ATIM during the ATIM window and includes them into the ATIM-ACK. Both stations know when to get awake to handle the data traffic. The number of the awake instants can be adjusted using traffic information. In [8, 23] , the authors proposed that stations synchronize their wakeup schedules with each other such that a station can deliver buffered frames at right times. In [6] , they proposed an approach allowing stations to power down their wireless interfaces if they do not expect to receive, originate or relay any traffic. Their approach predicts traffic patterns at each station by monitoring incoming and outgoing traffic through stations interfaces.
Here, we should point out that power saving policies based on schedules or multiple awake instants might on the contrary lose energy due to frequent transitions between doze and awake states. We recall that these transitions take time, yet consume battery energy [24] which may lead to a counter effect on energy saving.
In [4] , they argue that a fixed ATIM window, the same for all nodes, may not be efficient. The size of this window can be too small to receive and send all announcements or too large for the beacon interval to be able to deliver all data traffic.
They present an improvement to PSM by allowing nodes to choose dynamically a suitable size for their ATIM windows according to their traffic patterns. In particular, they showed that the ATIM window depends on both the traffic load and the number of nodes in the network.
In [11] , they proposed an extensible on demand power management scheme that adapts to traffic load. Nodes maintain timers to determine power management transitions. They proposed to monitor routing control messages and data transmissions to set and update the timers. Nodes that are not involved in data delivery may then enter the doze state.
In [3] , they proposed a scheme based on electing a group of "coordinators". A coordinator must stay awake to ensure traffic forwarding to active nodes. A coordinator activates the AM mode and a non-coordinator node activates the power saving mode (PSM). The rest of the beacon interval beyond the ATIM window is subdivided into two sub periods. In the first sub period, announced traffic is transmitted between coordinators and non coordinator nodes. The second sub period is reserved for traffic among coordinators, and hence non coordinator nodes go to sleep.
All the above power saving mechanisms in multi-hop ad hoc networks assume time synchronization among nodes and did not address directly this issue. Controlling the transmission power is yet another way for mobile nodes to conserve energy. The idea here is to use the least possible transmission power to transmit data. In [9] , the authors propose an adaptive transmission power control where a node can adjust its transmission power to the optimal value to save energy.
IV. TRAFFIC AWARE POWER SAVING MODE (TA-PSM)
In PSM, a station announces its buffered data frames using unicast ATIM frames during the ATIM window. A station receiving unicast ATIM frames responds during the current ATIM window by sending ATIM acknowledgments. Both these stations must stay awake during the entire beacon interval. If a station has just one (or even few) frame to transmit to another station, both stations will remain awake for the entire beacon interval. Consequently, much more energy is consumed than needed. Moreover, a station that transmits a beacon during the ATIM window should stay active during the entire beacon interval. This station will surely consume energy even if it has no traffic to transmit or receive. Figure ( 3) exhibits the operation of the PSM using three stations A, B and C all in line of sight. This Figure is based on figure 68 of ANSI/IEEE 802.11b Standard [1] . During the first beacon interval, no station has a frame to deliver. Station C is the one that transmits the beacon, and therefore stays awake for the rest of the beacon interval. Stations A and B enter the doze state just upon the termination of the ATIM window. For the second period beacon interval, we also assume that station C transmits the beacon, and once again stays awake for the rest of the beacon. Station A has a buffered frame for station B. A transmits an ATIM frame to B which in turn replies with an ACK.
Upon the end of the current ATIM window, A transmits the frame destined to B and the two stations remain awake for the rest of the beacon. The idea on which TA-PSM is founded stems from the fact that energy saving is more effective for light traffic than in heavy traffic conditions. Indeed, when the network load is light the majority of mobile nodes are able to enter the doze state. Whenever load is high, mobile nodes are obliged to handle such traffic and hardly find time to go dozing. In other words, an adequate power saving approach should achieve a maximum energy saving at light network loads and should rather not throttle traffic from entering or leaving the network and from being forwarded at high traffic loads.
Our scheme consists on reducing the energy consumption by making PSM more sensitive to the traffic load. First, we add a field MoreData field (one bit) into the data frame header to indicate that further pending frames are buffered for the destination. If the MoreData bit is set, both transmitting and receiving stations must stay awake. This allows, in the same way as in PSM, the sending station to engage relaying further data frames arriving within the current beacon interval and destined for this same receiving node. This leads to shorter delays and is a much better approach than the one proposed in [4] which suggested indicating the number of pending frames in the ATIM Frames. Frames arriving in the current beacon period and destined to a station to which a frame with the MoreData bit unset has already been sent shall wait to be announced in the ATIM window of the next beacon period. This situation will not induce, as it will be shown later, sensible additional delay relatively to PSM.
Secondly, a station sending a Beacon during the ATIM window enters the doze state if it has neither sent nor received ATIM frames during the current ATIM window. In light traffic conditions, only few among the stations that have sent beacons are involved in traffic handling and consequently putting the others in a doze state results necessarily in a certain energy saving.
The new rules governing transitions between awake and doze states are:
• Before transmitting a frame, a station checks whether further data frames are pending for the same neighboring station. If so, the frame MoreData bit is set, otherwise the current frame is sent with a MoreData bit unset.
• A station receiving a data frame with the MoreData bit set must stay awake until it gets, from the same station, a frame with the MoreData bit unset.
• A station transmitting a data frame with the field MoreData set must remain awake.
• A station receiving a frame with MoreData unset sends an ACK for this frame and enters the doze state if no more frames are due from other stations.
• A station sending a frame with MoreData unset must wait for this frame ACK to enter the doze state if no more frames are due from and to other stations.
• At the end of the ATIM window, a station having no traffic to send or to receive enters the doze state for the rest of the beacon, even if it has sent a beacon. 1: upon the end of a frame reception 2: upon the start of a frame reception 3: upon the end of a frame transmission 4: upon the start of a frame transmission 5: at the end of the ATIM window if the station has neither sent an ATIM frame nor sent an ATIM-ACK frame. 6: just before the TBTT time ends. 7: upon reception of the ACK frame acknowledging a frame sent with a MoreData bit unset and if the station has no more traffic to send or receive. 8: upon transmitting the ACK acknowledging a frame received with an unset MoreData bit and if the station has no more traffic to sent or receive to other stations.
TA-PSM and PSM are mechanisms which require synchronization to be maintained among the different nodes. We recall that IEEE 802.11 TSF does not properly enforce synchronization. The main TSF pitfalls in a multi hop ad hoc are [29, 30] :
• Fastest Node Asynchronism: nodes only synchronize to faster clocks (no going back in time). The time of the fastest clock (of the node having the fastest clock) can keep drifting away from other clocks until this node becomes the beacon transmitter.
• Large Covergence time: in TSF, eventually fastest nodes get the chance to be the beacon transmitters but the time needed by TSF to get synchronization established among the different nodes may be very large (from few to several seconds).
• Large Global Clock Error (GCE): the global clock error is defined as the difference between the fastest clock and the slowest clock in the network. Obviously, the GCE can get very large due to the fastest node asynchronism, yet when synchronization is enforced, TSF GCE stays also too large (few to tens of milliseconds depending on the network diameter). We recall that the objective of a synchronization protocol is to make the GCE as small as possible and be kept under a certain fixed threshold called the synchronization threshold. • Network Time Partitioning: different parts of the network may synchronize with different beacon messages. The timing for these different parts may drift away which leads to network time partitioning despite of the network being connected. However, it should be noted that IEEE 802.11 TSF is rather efficient in terms of communication cost since only one beacon is transmitted by transmission domain as nodes suppress their beacon transmissions upon the reception of a beacon.
Numerous time synchronization schemes are proposed for multi hop ad hoc networks to remedy the inadequacy of IEEE 802.11 TSF [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] . It is beyond the objective and scope of this paper to present the state of the art on ad hoc synchronization. Rather, we propose a generic framework to take the synchronization aspects into account. Recall that the synchronization threshold represents the level of accuracy an application requires. Let β be the synchronization threshold of the adopted synchronization scheme; that is its GCE is less than or equal to β. A synchronous application relying on such a synchronization scheme uses this β to set up a margin before launching a synchronized action. TA-PSM like PSM (and virtually all the other power saving mechanisms for the same matter) assumes that the time axis is divided into beacon intervals. Nodes are supposed to wake up just before the start of each beacon interval to be able to exchange beacons and ATIM announcements. If β is known, then a node shall wait β before transmitting its ATIM announcements for buffered data frames. In this way, we are sure that the nodes to which these ATIM are destined will be within their ATIM windows. This is depicted in Figure 5 below for the case where we have just 4 stations denoted S1, S2, S3, and S4. In this figure, T Si indicates the clock time of node i, i=,1,…,4. We assume that the slowest clock is that of node 2 and the fastest clock is that of node 1. β is the synchronization threshold bounding the GCE of the assumed synchronization protocol. We can easily notice that if each station delays its ATIM announcements for just β units of time, these announcements will arrive surely during the ATIM windows of the stations to which the ATIM are destined.
From the application point of view, such is the case for our power saving applications; the knowledge of the value of β is mandatory and yet sufficient. The application usually does not require the knowledge of the actually deployed synchronization scheme. A given synchronization scheme is, however, more efficient and more accurate than another whenever its β is lower. A given value of β represents in fact not just one scheme but a family of synchronization schemes. As long as the value of β is much smaller than the ATIM window, any corresponding scheme might be used. This is not the case for the IEEE 802.11 TSF but it is the case for several synchronization schemes proposed in the literature such as the Multi-hop Timing Synchronization Function (MTSF) scheme proposed in [30] . It has been shown that the value of β can be kept under 1 millisecond for very large networks (networks with large diameters) and a maximum clock rate difference less than 0.01%.
Another important factor for the synchronization scheme efficiency is its cost measured by the number of beacons exchanged during a beacon period. Recall that IEEE 802.11 requires one beacon per transmission domain. The Adaptive Timing Synchronization Procedure (ATSP) induces exactly the same cost as TSF [29] . The Automatic Self-time-correcting Procedure (ASP) [32] leverages the TSF cost from below. The MTSF [30] leverages the TSF cost from above while Fan and Lynch [33] proposal may induce a larger cost.
Our generic synchronization framework assumes only the knowledge of two parameters: the value of β and the synchronization cost. The latter is considered to be equal to the TSF cost; that is a beacon transmission per transmission domain. This represents the nominal case of virtually all the proposed synchronization schemes. Recall here that we do not concern ourselves with a particular synchronization scheme. Rather, we are proposing a generic model or framework that allows us to take into account the synchronization effects in our performance evaluation and comparison. The question naturally arises as to how we can take synchronization effects into consideration without, however, implementing a given synchronization protocol. We assume, in our conducted simulations, that all nodes are perfectly synchronized to the actual real time. But, no ATIM announcements are exchanged in the first β units of time of the ATIM window. The beacon period is always divided into two parts: the ATIM window and the beyond ATIM window (the rest of the beacon interval) as shown in figure 6 below. The first β units of time of the ATIM window are then treated in a specific manner. The rules governing our synchronization framework are as follows:
• Beacons are scheduled for transmission in the same way as in TSF at the start of each TBTT. TBTTs are the same real times for all the nodes. Beacon transmission is governed by exactly the same rules as TSF: a station that has not received a beacon transmits its own upon its back off timer expiration even after the first β units of time. Consequently, we are assuming as said earlier the same synchronization cost.
• No transmission of ATIM announcements during the first β units of time.
• A station can only transmit its announcements after the transmission of a beacon or the reception of a beacon
• A station acknowledges (sends an ATIM ACK) the reception of an ATIM announcement even if it has not yet received a beacon or it has not yet transmitted its own. ATIM are acknowledged immediately (just after a SIFS) even within the first β units of time.
V. TA-PSM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
TA-PSM, as described above, can substantially save energy at light traffic loads, yet delivers as much throughput as PSM. We may here question whether there exist circumstances where TA-PSM delivers more or less throughput than PSM. It is readily clear from the above description of TA-PSM that it can in no way deliver more throughput than PSM. TA-PSM allows nodes to doze whenever they are no more involved in the current traffic.
But can it deliver less throughput than PSM?. In PSM, both the transmitting and the receiving stations (stations having exchanged ATIM announcements and ATIM acknowledgments), stay awake during the entire beacon period while in TA-PSM these same stations enter the doze state if no more traffic is pending. Recall that in PSM, any newly arriving traffic between the transmitting and the receiving stations will be handled during the current beacon period if the remaining time in this beacon period permits. Otherwise, this traffic will be scheduled for transmission and announced in subsequent beacon periods. In TA-PSM, any newly arriving traffic is handled in the same manner as long as the transmitting and the receiving stations have not entered the doze state. Otherwise, this traffic will be scheduled and announced in subsequent beacon periods. In light traffic conditions this situation is rather rare and when it happens it will not affect the average number of delivered data frames (i.e., the throughput) since the traffic will surely be handled in the subsequent beacon period. Likewise, in high traffic conditions, both PSM and TA-PSM will hardly find time to go dozing and then delivers equally. However, TA-PSM may yield a slightly larger end to end delay.
To this end, we run several simulations using multiple scenarios to evaluate the superiority of TA-PSM over PSM in terms of better power saving without any loss in throughput, yet with no tangible loss in data frame end to end delay. We used the Jsim simulator [25, 26] which already implements PSM for Ad-Hoc networks. This implementation suffers from many incompatibilities compared to IEEE 802.11 standard [28] . We improved this implementation and also implemented TA-PSM.
We use six metrics to evaluate the proposed scheme: • Total number of delivered data frames: represents the total number of data frames delivered successfully to all destination stations at the end of the simulation; namely the network throughput. This metric is useful to verify whether power saving mechanisms degrade the total throughput or not.
• Number of delivered data frames for a specific flow:
represents the number of data frames successfully delivered to the destination of a given specific flow.
• Mean Sojourn Time: represents the average time a data frame spent in the network from its generation at the source station to its delivery to the destination station.
• Power consumption: represents the total energy consumed by all stations during the simulation time.
• Power consumed per delivered data frame: represents the total energy consumed divided by the total number of delivered data frames; namely the energy goodput.
Each simulation run is performed for 200 seconds. All simulations are run on networks composed of 50 nodes. Three different mobility scenarios are considered. Firstly, we consider a fixed network topology as shown in figure  7 below where the nodes are circled and edges represent the radio connectivity between nodes. We consider throughout the simulation a radio coverage range of 100 meters. Two nodes are then connected if they are within range of each other. A set of flows (22 flows) through the network are define as follows: n0 n1 n5 n3 n11 n9 n19 n17 n13 n5 n4 n10 n48 n11 n18 n12 n1 n23 n16 n20 n42 n22 n48 n23 n16 n30 n21 n28 n26 n31 n14 n8 n27 n25 n28 n29 n40 n21 n28 n1 n23 n16 n34 n22 n48 n9 n24 n8 n19 n9 n36 n0 n12 n13 n6 n2 n7 n37 n32 n14 n38 n8 n27 n24 n35 n39 n45 n46 n42 n41 n33 n47 n27 n24 n11 n49 The first cited flow is taken as a specific flow; referred hereafter as the designated flow, for which we will vary its CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic load. All other flows are fed by CBR traffics each having a rate of 10 packets per second and acting as disruptive traffics for the specific flow (here we use interchangeably the word packet and data frame). The above flow paths are computed by the AODV [14] routing protocol already implemented in Jsim.
The two other mobility scenarios are performed following the Random Waypoint Mobility model [27] implemented in Jsim. The initial positions of the 50 nodes are as given by the fixed topology portrayed in figure 6 . We consider two different node speeds: a speed of 1 meter per second (to simulate pedestrians walking around) and a speed of 10 meters per second (to simulate faster moving nodes such as cars and buses within a campus). We assume AODV [14] to perform the task of routing. Mobile nodes have the same speed and they are restricted to the area shown on figure 7 of 2500m 2 . The energy consumption rates used throughout the simulation is defined as follows:
• We consider an ATIM window equal to 0.015 seconds and a beacon interval of 0.1 seconds which is the value specified for PSM in [1] . We assume an initial energy equal to 1000 Watt per station. Finally, we fix the synchronization threshold β to 1 millisecond.
A. TA-PSM Evaluation in Fixed Network Topologies
We consider here the fixed network topology portrayed on figure 7 above. All data flows, but the specific one, are kept at 10 packets per second. Figure 8 portrays the number of data frames delivered (i.e., the specific flow throughput) to destination station n19 as a function of the traffic load of the designated flow. We clearly observe that PSM and TA-PSM yield the same throughput: the corresponding curves are completely superposed. Now, let us consider the total network throughput. Figure 9 portrays indeed the number of data frames delivered to all the defined destinations as a function of the load offered to the designated flow. Here again and as discussed earlier, the two curves are superimposed. The total load generated during the simulation time by all the defined flows, but the specific one, amounts to 42000 data frames. We notice in figure 9 that the obtained throughput is slightly less (only 41386 data frames). This slight difference corresponds to data frames generated during the last beacon period and not yet delivered and cases where collisions occurred. Recall that some nodes have to handle more traffic than others according the defined flow paths. Figure 10 portrays the mean sojourn time of the designated flow data frames versus its traffic load. This, as previously defined, represents the average time a data frame spends in the network from its instant of generation at station n0 up until its delivery to the destination station n19. We observe that TA-PSM nicely leverages from above PSM. TA-PSM yields a very slightly larger mean sojourn time for the reasons discussed previously. Now, after we have shown that TA-PSM yields the same throughput and almost the same average sojourn time as PSM, we focus on its main efficiency as a power saving mechanism. In figure 11 below; we show the total power consumed by all nodes in the networks as a function of the traffic load of the designated flow. Recall that we always maintain the other flow rates at 10 packets per second. We clearly observe that TA-PSM consumes much less energy than PSM, a substantial gain of more than 35% at light traffic load where any energy saving mechanism is supposed to save the most. Recall that at light traffic conditions, few data frames are announced per node. In TA-PSM, these nodes enter the doze state upon finishing their traffic handling while in PSM all involved nodes are forced to stay awake for the rest of the beacon period. At high traffic conditions, we recall that all nodes should stay awake to handle their traffic and consequently both TA-PSM and PSM and any other power saving mechanism cannot save energy without throttling the network throughput. It is also interesting to evaluate the energy amount consumed to transport a data frame from its source to its final destination. Figure 12 portrays the average power consumed per delivered data frame as a function of the offered traffic load to the designated flow. This is just the total energy consumed by all nodes divided by the total network throughput. This figure shows that TA-PSM clearly outperforms PSM. At light traffic conditions, we notice the clear efficiency of TA-PSM, once again, a substantial gain of more than 35%. As the traffic load of the designated flow increases, the gain decreases until reaching a limiting value which indicates the gain accomplished by the rest of nodes not involved with the designated flow traffic. 
B. TA-PSM Evaluation in Dynamic Network Topologies
In this section, we consider a network topology where all the 50 nodes are subject to mobility. The mobility model used is the Random Waypoint within the defined square and with the initial topology as given in figure 6 . Radio coverage is fixed to 100 meters. We use the AODV routing protocol to determine the dynamics of the defined flow paths and maintain the same TA-PSM and PSM parameters as in the previous section. Our objective here is to study the behavior and the relative efficiency of TA-PSM in a mobile wireless ad hoc network. To this end, we shall consider two different mobility speeds. A speed of one meter per second to simulate pedestrian movements and a second speed of 10 meters per second to simulate faster mobility such as cars and busses mobility. Notice that the later is rather a fast mobility relative to the considered area of 500 meters by 500 meters.
First, we consider again the numbered of delivered data frames to their final destinations. Figure 13 below portrays the throughput of the designated flow at its final destination n19 for node speeds of 0, 1 and 10 meters per second. Here again, we observe that TA-PSM and PSM delivers the same throughput and the corresponding curves are superposed for all the mobility levels. However, the mobility of nodes affects the throughput of the designated flow. The upper curve is just the one given in figure 7 . We notice a sensible decrease in throughput that reaches 30% at high traffic load conditions for the speed of 1 meter per second and more than 60% at high traffic load when the speed is 10 meters per second. As a matter of fact, when the network topology is dynamic, paths for the different defined flows are no more static. Nodes keep gain and lose radio connectivity. Consequently, routing paths should be computed more often and hence more control (AODV) traffic is handled. A source node is obliged to launch the search of a new route whenever its current path is declared broken and consequently it is obliged to stop transmitting data frames until the new route is established. These new routes will themselves get quickly broken when the mobility level is high. The persistence of the routing paths is directly affected by the value of the speed. When the speed increases, the dynamicity of the network increases and consequently AODV traffic increases as source nodes request more often the establishment of new routes. Moreover, new route requests throttle source nodes from sending their traffic until they reestablish their routes. Figure 13 : Number of delivered data frame for the designated flow versus its offered traffic load for different mobility levels Figure 14 portrays the total network throughput as a function of the designated flow traffic load and for speeds of 0, 1, and 10 meters per second. We clearly observe that TA-PSM and PSM leverage the same throughput for all the three considered speed values. Here again, we notice the throughput degradation as the mobility of nodes gets higher. When the designated flow traffic load is null, the starting points of the curves on the Y axis portray the degradation of the throughput delivered by all considered flows but the designated one. Figure 15 portrays the mean sojourn time spent by a data frame of the designated flow as a function of this flow traffic load and for the different considered speeds. We clearly observe that TA-PSM induced average sojourn time leverages very nicely that of PSM. We notice also that as the mobility increases, the mean sojourn time increases. Indeed as it is already said, when the mobility increases, routing paths get to be updated more frequently and hence source nodes are throttled until they establish new paths. Now, after we have shown that TA-PSM yields the same throughput and almost the same average sojourn time as PSM independently of the mobility levels of the nodes, we return to focus on its main efficiency as a power saving mechanism. In figure 16 , we show the total power consumed by all the nodes as a function of the designated flow traffic load and for a speed of 1 meter per second. We notice from figure 16 that TA-PSM clearly outperforms PSM and yields more than 27% gain for certain light traffic loads. It is interesting to compare the curves of figure 15 with those of figure 10 which portrays the same function but for a static network topology. Power consumption decreases with mobility. Indeed in figure 12 , we showed that throughput decreases with mobility which means less data frames transmitted yielding less energy consumption. Recall that the consumption rate in transmitting mode is the largest. Once the current AODV path is declared broken, a station having some data frames to send must launch an AODV request for the search of a new path. Upon transmitting this request, the station enters the doze state if it has no more data traffic on other paths. Hence with mobility, energy consumption is reduced. However, it remains to see why TA-PSM relative energy saving is lower in figure 16 than that in figure 11 . This essentially is due to mobility which reduces the dozing durations since nodes are also involved in the routing traffic. In mobile networks; nodes not only transmit data frames but routing messages, yet in a static topology only nodes on the path participates in the delivery of data frames towards their destination however in a dynamic topology AODV routing involves all the connected nodes. Finally, we also notice from figure 16 that the difference between TA-PSM consumption is largest at light traffic loads. Indeed if one or few data frames are generated every beacon interval TA-PSM dozes the most while PSM stays awake for the entire duration of the beacon interval. For high loads, the energy saving is rather due to the other 21 flows. Figure 17 portrays the energy consumed per data frame to be delivered to its destination. We may notice, in comparison with figure 12 which plots the same function but for a static network topology, that the energy consumption per delivered data frames is larger. This is due to the energy consumed by routing messages. Nevertheless, TA-PSM presents much better efficiency Than PSM in terms of power savings. Now let us consider a speed of 10 meters per second. Figure 18 portrays the total power consumed by all the nodes in the network as a function of the designated flow traffic load. We clearly notice that TA-PSM outperforms PSM; but with only a 24 % gain at most. Compared with figure 15 plotting the same function but for a speed of 1 meter per second; we notice a further reduction in the total power consumption due to the same interpretation presented previously. The total power consumption decreases as the network becomes more dynamic, yet TA-PSM nicely outperforms PSM though with slightly a lesser efficiency. To this end, we show in figure 19 the total energy consumed by all the nodes in the networks as a function of the speed, and for a traffic load of 100 packets per second for the designated flow. First, we can notice that the power consumption decreases as speed increases. Second, the difference between TA-PSM and PSM is very tangible, though it decreases also as the speed of nodes increases. While TA-PSM nicely outperforms PSM for all considered speeds, it demonstrates its optimum efficiency when the topology is rather static. Figure 20 plots the difference in power consumption between TA-PSM and PSM as a function of the traffic load of the designated flow and for the three considered speeds. We see that the power consumption difference between TA-PSM and PSM increases as the traffic load increases until it reaches its maximum and then decreases as the traffic load keeps increasing. Indeed, when traffic load is very low there are situations where stations have no traffic during some beacon periods. In these situations PSM enters the doze state like TA-PSM. On the other hand, when the traffic load is such that one or few data frames are to be transmitted per beacon period, then TA-PSM dozes the most while PSM stays awake for the entire beacon interval. This corresponds to the maximal achievable gain (the largest difference in power consumption). Lastly, when traffic load gets larger then TA-PSM stays more active to be able to handle it. The path length is a mobile wireless ad hoc network plays an important role. Packets transmitted through longer paths take more time to reach their destinations. As the network topology becomes more dynamic, these paths are more often subject to breakage and such packets will consequently spend longer time to reach their destinations. During our simulations, we collected, periodically every 20 seconds, the length (in hops) of the paths corresponding to the 22 defined flows. For a node speed of 1 meter per second, we found that the average path length is 6,545 hops. Figure 21 below portrays the average path length per period of collection among the 22 defined flows. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we showed by means of extensive simulations that IEEE 802.11 PSM inefficiency stems from its inherent operational behaviour. At light traffic loads where energy saving should be the largest, PSM obliges stations having sent a beacon or exchanging ATIM management frames to remain in the active state for the rest of the entire current beacon interval regardless the existence of further pending data frames. We used different mobility scenarios using multi hops networks comprising 50 mobile nodes. We then proposed a new Traffic Aware PSM that optimizes transitions between the awake state to the doze state, hence allowing a station to be in the doze state instead being in the idle state whenever deemed possible. We showed that TA-PSM outperforms superbly PSM and thrives to deliver as much throughput as PSM, yet provides much better energy consumption.
Throughout our evaluation, we considered that data frames, at each station, are transmitted according to the FCFS policy defined in PSM. We are currently investigating ways to handle QoS using different transmission policies. Moreover, in TA-PSM, a station enters the doze state as soon as it sees fit which led TA-PSM to attain a slightly larger mean sojourn time that PSM. A station, before entering the doze state, could instead wait for a small period of time to be able to handle newly arriving traffic immediately. We are conducting simulations to ascertain the performance of such an approach. 
